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The old U.S. Custom House at San Ysidro is situated approximately fifty feet
from the border between the United States and Mexico, at the southeast corner
of a vast border station complex - the busiest between the two countries. The
small town of San Ysidro is not itself incorporated, but rather a noncontiguous
part of the city of San Diego, about fifteen miles north. It consists primarily
of low-rise commercial, institutional and residential structures displaying a
wide variety of architectural styles from both countries, from Spanish Colonial
to Dunkin' Donuts. Immediately north of the border complex is a group of attached
single-story commercial buildings, the southernmost structures of the town. South
of the complex, beyond the steel fences and the U.S. "no man's zone," are the
commercial buildings of Tijuana, in Mexico. Immediately east of the Custom House
is a steeply sloped, scrub-covered hill and beyond that is a railroad line with*
a depot facility.
The 1933 Custom House is today dwarfed by its replacement, indicating the increase
in traffic which passes through the facility. The new building, completed in 1974,
is a massive concrete structure which sits astride the highway north of the Custom
House; it serves as the inspection station for incoming vehicular and pedestrian
traffic and houses the offices of the various government agencies at the border.
The 1933 Custom House is virtually surrounded by several steel rod and chain-link/
barbed wire fences, which tend to create a harsh atmosphere for the residentially
scaled building. Landscaping around the Custom House has been kept to a minimum,
designed to eliminate potential hiding places for illegal immigrants. The building
sits within a small grass lawn, the only one in the complex, behind a three-foot
fence; within this lawn is planted a row of Sycamore trees and a few foundation
shrubs. Behind the Custom House is another small grassed area with evergreen trees.
Site furniture consists of the fences and a trio of flagpoles at the northwest
corner of the building.
The Custom House itself depends on a picturesque massing and roof profile for its
stylistic distinction. A one- to two-story structure shaped as an irregular E,
it exemplifies the informal grace and movement of the Spanish Colonial Revival
style. The building is further placed within the Spanish Colonial idiom by its
use of materials: stucco with terra cotta trim for the exterior walls, dark-painted
wood windows and doors and ceramic tile roofs. Coming from an architectural office
(the Supervising Architect's office of the Treasury Department) in which eclectic
revivalism had become a hallmark, the Custom House displays a notable faithfulness
to its Spanish antecedents. The roof line is the building's most dominant element;
its multi-planed surfaces are covered with red clay mission tiles and are punctuated
at intervals by decorative stucco-covered cupolas, chimneys and a sizeable spired
tower which is centered on the ridge over the main public entrance. The roofs are
either shallowly pitched gables or flat roofs with copper or composition covering,
and the eaves are made up of the curved tiles themselves wrapped over the outer
wall edges. The Custom House is designed as a two-story central main section which
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faces west, with a two-story rear wing extending at an angle from the southeast
corner of the main section and a one-story end wing attached on the north side.
A one-story addition at the rear of the main section completes the E shape.
Fenestration consists generally of 6/6 double-hung windows aligned along the
first and second stories. The first floor windows are in most cases more elongated than the second and feature plain terra cotta lugsills; the second floor
windows feature continuous terra cotta sills. Windows on both floors are simply
enframed with stucco heads and jambs. The first floor windows on the south
section of the front facade are situated within an arcade of sorts, which is
lined by a row of decoratively patterned ceramic tiles, and the second floor
windows on the west and front sections of the north and south facades are
framed by rustic wood shutters. Many of the first floor windows are today
covered with plywood sheets to prevent entry into the building by people crossing
the border along the sidewalk in front. Door configurations vary with their
uses, ranging from the boarded-up main entrance (originally a double-leaf doorway with multi-pane transom over) and simple single-leaf entries to large sectional garage doors on the north side of the end wing. Some of the entries
feature mission-tiled canopies overhead.
The focal point for the front facade - and one of the few areas of ornamentation
below the line of the eaves - is the small porch over the main entrance. Centered on the main section, it was originally part of a large canopy over a
drive-through area in front of the building; it has since been cut back to
the present abbreviated configuration. The porch today is supported by a row
of freestanding square, stuccoed columns at the front with two engaged columns
at the building wall; each of these columns has inset ceramic tiles in the
shaft, with a plain base and simply moulded capital. Atop the columns rests
the spandrels, also inlaid with decoratively patterned tiles, and above these
spandrels is a second floor balcony, comprised of tile-inlaid posts over the
columns, with wrought iron railings inbetween. This balcony is nonfunctional,
however, not accessed through any second floor doors, and its use today is
essentially ornamental.
The interior spaces of the building have undergone extensive alterations of
configuration and finishes, made over the years as the needs and traffic volume
have changed. Originally the main section first floor consisted of a series
of office spaces joined by a central corridor from the main entrance. These
spaces included: the Customs workroom, Customs lobby, office spaces for the
Deputy Collector and two others, vault, Immigration clerks' office, Immigration
Inspector's office, waiting rooms and an examination room. The central corridor
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has since been removed, as have most of the other walls between the offices, and
today the main section first floor is one large space lined with two rows of
columns, unused other than for minor storage capability. Beyond the main section
to the south is the angled rear wing, originally subdivided into a warren of small
spaces housing offices, vaccination rooms, physical examination chambers, assembly
room, laboratory, dressing and undressing rooms for both sexes, disinfecting room,
toilets, storage rooms and a cyanide chamber attached at the rear. Today many of
~the spaces remain in original configuration - the laboratory has been changed into
an X-ray room, the disinfecting room has been changed into a small cell block for
J;he Shore Patrol and a few other minor changes have been made. This wing, like the
main section, is now unoccupied, unfurnished and boarded up. The end wing on the
north side of the main section is the only part of the first floor currently in use,
Today it houses the garages and maintenance and storage rooms of GSA the building's
administrator.
The first floor interior finishes have undergone changes as the rooms were changed,
but many original elements remain in place. In the main section and the rear wing
the 6" square quarry tile floors remain, as do the plaster walls and ceilings and
some of the mouldings. Most of the original toilet fixtures are in place, as are
the cells used by the Shore Patrol. The second floor originally housed the Customs
general workroom, offices for the Chief Customs Patrol Inspector and Immigration
and Agriculture agents in the main section, with more Immigration offices, search
rooms, toilets and day and night detention chambers for both sexes in the rear
wing. This level is occupied today by the U.S. Customs Service offices and has been
extensively altered with the addition of wall paneling, carpeting and suspended
ceilings.

Summary_________________________________________________
The U.S. Custom House is situated just north of the border between the United
States and Mexico, within the massive border station complex at the crossing in
San Ysidro. The building is picturesquely massed as an irregular E-shape, with
the roof line as the most dominant element. Featuring red clay mission tile roof
surfaces, stucco walls with terra cotta trim, dark painted wood windows and doors
and a somewhat rambling floorplan, the Custom House exemplifies the informal grace
and movement of the Spanish Colonial Revival style. As the photographs indicate,
it has been unevenly maintained in recent years. With many of the windows and doors
boarded over, the first floor unoccupied and the upkeep inadequate to maintain the
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exterior in orignal condition, it is in need of attention. Despite this, however,
the building remains a substantial structure with its exterior integrity largely
intact. A well-executed example of vernacular architecture designed on a national
level, the Custom House remains a regionally significant and prominent architectural
resource.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The significance of the United States Custom House at San Ysidro rests upon its
intrinsic and representational values on a local level to the city. These values
lie in two areas: architecture and politics/government. Architecturally the
building displays the features of the Spanish Colonial Revival style, typical
of the kind of eclectic borrowing which distinguished the many public buildings
designed in the 1920s and 1930s by the Supervising Architect's office of the
Treasury Department. It is a locally prominent example of its genre - a small
public building of the early thirties. More important than its architectural
significance, however, is the building's symbolic role in international relations
between the United States and Mexico. Erected as a Custom House and Inspection
Station on the border between the two countries, it served for over twenty years
as the only U.S. building at the San Ysidro crossing. Today this crossing is the
most heavily trafficked along the border, and although superceded in function
by the immense new inspection structure, the 1933 Station still represents the
importance of international commerce and governmental relations.

Addendum
On 12 June 1931 the U.S. Treasury Department took title to the last of five
small parcels of land on the border between California and Mexico in the small
town of San Ysidro. This ended the first phase for the proposed new Custom
House and Inspection Station at the border crossing. There was little question
of the need for a new structure: the existing single-story frame inspection
station had proved inadequate to accommodate the growing volume of traffic
between the two countries. The stations at Tecate and Calixico, although not as
heavily used, were in similar shape. Commented Collector of Customs William H.
Ellison:
We need the buildings very much, as our present quarters at those places
are crowded, and I am urging both the treasury and the customs and immigration bureaus that actual construction be speeded as much as possible.
The general location for the San Ysidro building was predetermined: it would
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be situated alongside the main thoroughfare between San Diego and Tijuana beneath
the hill east of the highway at the international border. Congress had appropriated funds for land acquisition and building construction the year before,
along with the other two border stations and a great many other public buildings
across the country. Boosters for the new station in San Diego would finally get
the new building they had hoped for.
In reality the Custom House was part of an enormous federal building program
undertaken by Congress and the Hoover administration in the late 1920s and early
1930s. During this period some 1300 new civil federal buildings were erected
across the country, nearly doubling the number under the aegis of the Treasury
Department. The program was initiated in 1926 - the first such federal initiative
for public building construction since 1913 - with a Congressional authorization
of $165 million over a period of eleven years. The authorization was increased
by $125 million in 1928 and, with the Depression worsening, by $330 million in
1930 and 1931. The total appropriation, including revenues from the sale of
so-called obsolete structures which added $69 million, hovered at $700 million.
According to Lois Craig in The Federal Presence: "In terms of establishing the
image of the United States government, this program was the most important undertaken since the first few decades under the Constitution."
The massive construction effort was designed to serve three functions. First,
it represented fiscal pragmatism and was calculated to reduce the rising rental
costs incurred by the growing number of federal agencies in leased space. The
program also afforded Congress an opportunity to distribute political presents
in the form of post offices and courthouses (and border stations), a type of
logrolling it historically has found hard to resist. Finally, under the
deepening shadow of the Depression, the building project was in the later years
a make-work project, intended to provide jobs for the local unemployed. A
predecessor to the myriad New Deal programs (Roosevelt took office two months
before completion of the Custom House), Hoover's building program was later
absorbed within the Public Works Administration.
This renewed activity rekindled long dormant animosities between the Supervising
Architect's (SA) office in the Treasury Department and private architects, represented by the American Institute of Architects. The AIA, protective of a
membership beleaguered by the Depression, objected vociferously to in-house
design of federal buildings by the SA's office, which had increased its staff
from 432 in 1929 to 750 in 1932. A 1931 Resolution of the AIA Board of Directors
proclaimed:
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We believe that the country is entitled to the services of the best
architectural talent available, and that the concentration of so large
a volume of work as the present appropriations provide, into the hands
of a single Government bureau, must inevitably tend to produce stereotyped, mediocre and uninspiring results.
Architects railed against the SA repeatedly in the trade periodicals; American
^Architect was particularly fervent in its criticism, regularly publishing
articles like "Government Architects Cannot Create Beauty" and "The Time Has
Come for Government to Get Out of the Architecture Business." A counterattack
.was printed in the April 1931 Federal Architect, a magazine sympathetic to
the SA:
The ethics of the profession has certainly taken a jolt when the architects
of the country on letterheads of their A.I.A. Chapters blacken without
investigation the work of other architects' offices with the naive and
frank admission that it is for the purpose of getting architectural commissions for themselves.
The Federal Architectural offices are weaned and reared on criticism. If
they use material A, delegations appear to lambaste them for not using
material B. Or vice versa. If they face the building north, a newspaper
crusade develops because it was not faced south. The bitter attacks of
private architects are, therefore, merely the regular order. . . . But one could have wished that architects would have stood by architects.
Although the Public Buildings Acts of 1926 and 1930 granted the Treasury
Department the option to commission private architects for federal projects
for the first time since the repeal of the Tarnsey Act in 1911, the Hoover
administration used their services sparingly, and the fusillades continued
throughout the early 1930s.
There were stylistic differences as well. At one extreme was the SA's office,
which continued to advocate classicism as the appropriate symbolic expression
for public buildings. The SA executed hundreds of buildings of varying scales
with classical facades and detailing during the twenties and thirties. James
A. Wetmore was the Acting Supervising Architect from 1915 to 1933. A graduate
of the Georgetown University Law School, Wetmore was not himself an architect,
the reason for the "Acting" before his title; stylistic direction for the office
was given by the Superintendent of the Architectural Division Louis A. Simon,
a stylistic traditionalist who later succeeded Wetmore as Supervising Architect •
the Treasury's last. At the other end of the spectrum were a number of
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architects in the avant garde of the private sector. Embracing the tenets of
the emerging Art Deco and Moderne styles (and a decade later the International
style), these architects designed public buildings relatively unembellished by
ornamentation and austere when compared with their classical predecessors.
Between the two extremes, architects designed with a wide range of stylistic
expression, combining new forms with borrowed revivalist or vernacular forms
or motifs or somehow compromising between the classical and modern trends to
-create what is today termed "starved classicism."
The San Ysidro Custom House was one of many in California designed by the
'Supervising Architect's office. It borrows heavily from the Spanish vernacular
for its stylistic distinction. The Spanish antecedent is an appropriate one
for the building, because it was the 1915 Panama-California Exposition held in
San Diego that the style began to receive attention outside of the region. By
the time this building was designed, Spanish Colonial Revival was a nationally
accepted style. Although the red tile roof, stuccoed walls with inset tiles
and picturesque roof profile with decorative cupolas tied the building with
mainstream Mexican and Southern Californian architecture, the SA did not
limit its use of the style to areas in which it was a vernacular form; post
offices and courthouses throughout the country displayed variations of the
style through the thirties.
Construction drawings for the building were completed in early 1932, and
bidding for the construction was let that spring, with the bid opening on
29 April. Ten contracting firms bid for the project. Among these were five
San Diego companies: M.H. Golden, B.O. Larsen, W.E. Kier and the Jarboa
Construction Company and G.F. Campbell Building Company; but despite the
fact that the federal building program was to provide work for local laborers,
the contract was awarded to a Texas contractor, Robert E. McKee of El Paso.
The Texas firm had submitted the lowest bid - $93,800.
The following month some sixty federal and county officials met in the San
Ysidro civic center to plan the formal ground breaking ceremony. Also at the
meeting were several businessmen and government officials from Tijuana, an
indication of the importance of the building to both countries. The ground
was broken in early summer 1932, and the construction was commenced. It
continued without report of incident through the remainder of the year and
into the following spring. On 13 May 1933 the San Diego Evening Tribune
reported:
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The new United States customs building at the border was completed today,
and although not officially accepted by the bureau at Washington, the
immigration department, bureau of animal industry and the bureau of
sanitation have moved into the spacious quarters provided in the large
building.
An innovation in the inspection of autos crossing the border is the
installation of a system of lights so designed to light up the under part
of the cars, which are reflected in mirrors imbedded in the three concrete
drives under the arcade in front of the building. Another innovation is the
living quarters in the lockup on the second floor, with accomodations for
both women and men with shower baths.
Although formal dedication ceremonies had been planned the year before, no mention
of such an event was reported in the San Diego newspapers, as the building was put
quietly to use. Two weeks after the opening, Customs officials announced, over the
objections of San Diego businessmen, that the border crossing would be opened 24
hours a day (it had been closed at 6 pm each night before). A year later a 12'x 15'
shelter was erected in the road in front of the Custom House. Traffic at San Ysidro
continued to increase and by 1955 the crossing was the second busiest along the
border between the two countries; only the crossing at El Paso, Texas handled a
greater volume. By that time U.S. Commissioner of Customs Ralph Kelly characterized
the border crossing as "terrible," urging the General Services Administration to
implement a planned expansion of the facility. A new building was erected just
north of the 1933 Custom House; in 1974 the present massive structure over the
crossing was completed, dwarfing the earlier building. Today the border crossing
at San Ysidro is the busiest between the United States and Mexico. The second floor
of the 1933 Custom House is occupied by the U.S. Customs Service; the first floor
stands empty, ill-maintained with its windows boarded up. Although superceded in
its function by the new facility, the 1933 Custom House still represents the
immigration and customs history of the region. Just short of fifty years old,
the building possesses the exceptional historical and arhcitectural significance
to qualify it for enrollment on the Register.
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